Welcome Home!

CHATTER PLATTER
KRYLON PRODUCTS: Chalkboard Paint; Indoor/Outdoor — Primer; Brushed Metallic — Sparkling Canyon
DESIGNER: Roxi Phillips
FRAMED AND FABULOUS CHALKBOARD

KRYLON PRODUCTS: Chalkboard Paint; Indoor/Outdoor — Primer, Pistachio; Antiquing Glaze — Dark

DESIGNER: Roxi Phillips
HAPPILY EVER AFTER
KRYLON PRODUCTS: Indoor/Outdoor — Primer, Satin Ivory
DESIGNER: Roxi Phillips
LOVELY LABELS FOR SUMMERTIME ENTERTAINING

KRYLON PRODUCTS: Chalkboard Paint
DESIGNER: Patty Schaffer
LOVELY LABELS FOR SUMMERTIME ENTERTAINING

KRYLON PRODUCTS: Chalkboard Paint
DESIGNER: Patty Schaffer
CHEVRON DÉCOR

KRYLON PRODUCTS: Indoor/Outdoor — Primer, Pumpkin Orange, Satin Island Splash

DESIGNER: Roxi Phillips
DEFINABLE DRAWERS

KRYLON PRODUCTS: Chalkboard Paint; Indoor/Outdoor — Primer; Brushed Metallic — Sesame Shimmer

DESIGNER: Roxi Phillips
COPPER VOTIVES AND VASE

KRYLON PRODUCTS: Dual™ Metallic — Copper
 DESIGNER: Patty Schaffer
TIME TO...CHALKBOARD CLOCK
KRYLON PRODUCTS: Chalkboard Paint; Indoor/Outdoor — Primer, Banner Red
DESIGNER: Roxi Phillips
“BOMB-POP” BOTTLES

KRYLON PRODUCTS: Indoor/Outdoor — Primer, White, True Blue, Banner Red

DESIGNER: Patty Schaffer
PEDESTAL JARS

KRYLON PRODUCTS: Dual™ Hammered — Bronze; Indoor/Outdoor – Primer, Black

DESIGNER: Roxi Phillips
FUNKINS
KRYLON PRODUCTS: Fusion for Plastic® — Pumpkin, Plum, Ivy, Black
DESIGNER: Roxi Phillips
SPOOKY CELEBRATIONS

KRYLON PRODUCTS: Indoor/Outdoor — Primer, Black, Citrus Green

DESIGNER: Kathleen George
SPOOKY CELEBRATIONS

KRYLON PRODUCTS: Indoor/Outdoor — Primer, Black, Citrus Green
DESIGNER: Kathleen George
WREATH O’BONES
KRYLON PRODUCTS: Fusion for Plastic® — Metallic Shimmer — Nickel; Indoor/Outdoor — Primer, Grey
DESIGNER: Kathleen George
MODERN MAGIC MANTELSCAPE

KRYLON PRODUCTS: • Indoor/Outdoor — White, Gray, Tomato, Blue Ocean Breeze, Bahama Sea
• Glitter Blast™ — Diamond Dust, Sparkling Waters, Clear Sealer

DESIGNER: O’Neil Sisters
MODERN MAGIC MANTELSCAPE

KRYLON PRODUCTS:

- Indoor/Outdoor — White, Gray, Tomato, Blue Ocean Breeze, Bahama Sea
- Glitter Blast™ — Diamond Dust, Sparkling Waters, Clear Sealer

DESIGNER: O’Neil Sisters
GLITTERY ORNAMENTS

KRYLON PRODUCTS: Glitter Blast™ — Silver Flash, Sparkling Waters, Lucky Green, Clear Sealer

DESIGNER: Roxi Phillips
HOLIDAY SPARKLE TOPIARIES
KRYLON PRODUCTS: Glitter Blast™ — Silver Flash, Sparkling Waters
DESIGNER: Kathleen George